
MUSIC AND RECREATION
FOR ALL ABILITIES

www.accessiblefestivals.org



Recreation is critical to
human happiness.

However, the importance of
recreation is often
overlooked for the
 65 million people

living with disabilities.



Accessible Festivals
recognizes this essential

human need and is
dedicated to making

communities stronger by
ensuring music and

recreation is accessible to all
abilities.



Shared muscial experiences benefit everyone:

Strengthens
family and

cultural
connections

Improves
health and
promotes
healthy
habits

Reduces
stress, pain,

and
antisocial
behavior

Builds social
cohesion and

inclusive
communities



We envision a fully inclusive world that
guarantees access and a sense of

belonging for ALL people.



Our mission is to foster connection and understanding
through the universal language of music, to provide a

platform where people of all abilities and identities can
connect and build relationships, and to inspire the

creation of safe, inclusive, and equitable communities.



Our annual INCLUSION FESTIVAL demonstrates
this vision by offering a diverse lineup of uplifting

live music and workshops , by designing an
environment that is fully accessible, and by

empowering people of all abilities to participate
fully in co-creating an inclusive space.



Inclusion Festival 2020 will
be presented online.

We are saddened by the
inability to gather in person,

but very excited by the
opportunity to bring the

lessons, joy, and sense of
connection with ourselves
and others into our homes

through an interactive,
livestream experience.





use assistive technology
to increase online access 
bring together a
diverse lineup of
musicians, thought-
leaders, and educators
from across the country
demonstrate innovative
ways to connect and
socialize virtually
amplify the voices of
people of all abilities and
identities

Inclusion Festival 
ONLINE will:



We are proudly partnered with a growing 
global community of live music fans

Inclusion Festival ONLINE will broadcast to a platform with:



Our multi-disciplinary management team is comprised of compassionate leaders
in the education and entertainment industries with a wide range of personal

experiences living with and providing direct support to people with different abilities.

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Combining his legal
education from UC

Berkley and his own
personal experience
living with disability,

Austin assists the
nation’s largest event
promoters to ensure

they are fully
accessible to all

abilities.

Austin Whitney
As a speech-language

therapist and music
festival producer, Amy

has directly served
people of all abilities for

over 15 years with
compassion and

dedication to promoting
awareness,

acceptance, and
community inclusion.

Amy Pinder
Through her work as a

special education
teacher, yoga instructor,

and music festival
producer, Leah has

worked to improve the
quality of life and access
to community resources
for people of all abilities
through direct service
and event planning.

Leah Barron



Music is the universal
language of human kind.



100% of donations received from
Inclusion Festival ONLINE will support

the work of Accessible Festivals
which serves to unite, inform, and
empower communities to create

welcoming, inclusive environments
where people of all abilities and

identities are heard and respected.



When diverse voices are
part of the conversations

that take place in the
comfort of

recreational settings,
all of society benefits.



Thank You!
We hope you will join our worthwhile

journey to include and unite all people
through the universal language of music!

www.inclusionfestival.com
www.accessiblefestivals.org


